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On the road to the state’s
perdition? Authority and

sovereignty in the Niger Delta,
Nigeria

Ruben Eberlein*

A B S T R A C T

This article discusses the reorganisation and fragmentation of political rule in the
Nigerian Niger Delta from the end of the 1990s until today. It details empirical
evidence on the resources provided by transnational interventions, especially
those connected to the changing security strategies of oil companies as well
as intensified corporate social deployments, and on the appropriation of these
resources by local actors. The continued drive from neopatrimonial to predatory
rule, it is argued, has taken a decided twist towards localisation during recent
years. Instead of constructing the crises in the Niger Delta as an example of ‘ state
failure ’, the focus of this article is directed at the establishment of extra-state
political formations, their legitimising discourses and social practices.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

In September 2005, the governor of Nigeria’s oil-rich Bayelsa state,

Diepreye Solomon Peter Alamieyeseigha, was arrested in London on

charges of money laundering. Escaping from the United Kingdom while

on bail, he was detained again after his return to Nigeria, impeached

and expelled from the ruling People’s Democratic Party (PDP). While not

sharing the grotesque concomitants that framed Alamieyeseigha’s down-

fall, a second prominent political figure of the Niger Delta had to endure a

similar fate at the same time. The imprisonment of Asari Dokubo, leader

of an armed group which threatened to unleash an all-out war against

the Federal and Rivers State governments in 2004, and advocated the
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‘peaceful disintegration of Nigeria ’ in late 2005, annulled a peace agree-

ment signed a year earlier. As a fallout from these developments, militants

forced the low-level war in theNigerDelta once again into the international

media spotlight. They raided installations and offices of oil companies,

kidnapped oil workers, and declared their intention to ‘ totally destroy the

capacity of the Nigerian government to export oil ’. Regular car bombings

and targeted murders in the first half of 2006 apparently gave credence

to the US National Intelligence Council’s (NIC 2005) view that an ‘out-

right collapse of Nigeria’ within the coming 15 years might not be out of

question.

On the following pages, I offer a perspective that differs from this in-

terpretation. In the volatile space of the Niger Delta,1 situated both on the

margin and right in the centre of the world economy, mainstream assump-

tions about sovereignty, political authority and social spaces are called into

question. It is argued that the perpetuated crises in the Niger Delta cannot

be understood as the problem of a weak state unable to regulate social

(dis-)order and control criminality. Rather, the pathologies of a rent-based

political economy, political ostracism and the social marginalisation of

wide parts of the populace have caused political and economic power to

fracture. These fractures open a transnational social space wherein a

range of international and local actors contest for power and authority.

Methodologically, the evidence from the Niger Delta suggests that a socio-

anthropological approach to the dynamic production of the field of power

we usually call ‘ the state ’ can help to overcome various shortcomings,

inter alia an implicit state-centrism, of international relations/comparative

politics (cf. Chabal & Daloz 2006). Processes described as ‘ state decay’

or ‘ state failure ’ not only comprise the destruction of social institutions.

They are also characterised by the establishment of new regimes of power,

their corresponding social practices and legitimating discourses. The first

part of this article briefly discusses some theoretical paradigms considered

to be useful in order to analyse the dynamic formations of political power

in the Niger Delta. The second part seeks to identify the actors and

structures of governance in a historical perspective, while the third part

focuses on some recent dynamics and changes within these arrangements.

M O D E S O F S O C I A L R E G U L A T I O N I N A R E N T-B A S E D E C O N O M Y

State-centric approaches to political power in African societies have been

criticised, at least since the 1980s, as unsuitable to explain how social

domination is organised on the continent.2 Considering the growing

upsurge in research concerned with the failure, collapse, decay and
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inversion of African states, it seems essential to cut the analytical knot that

chains the state, authority, sovereignty and geographical space. However,

at a second glance, it becomes apparent that a number of contributions to

‘ state failure ’, though ostensibly adopting the points made by critics of

state-centric approaches, paradoxically reproduce images of power and

social domination that those critiques set out to problematise. Some

authors argue more persistently that it might not be the African state that

has failed, but rather the academically hegemonic idea of how social

domination in the post-colonial entities on the continent is or should be

organised.3

Research focusing on the state in Africa often describes what is not there.

The state has abandoned or delegated its aspiration to hold a monopoly

of violence; it cannot control migration of goods and people into and out

of its territory ; it does not provide social and physical security for its citi-

zens. But what is there, instead? What entities and which actors ‘ structure

the possible field of actions of others ’ (Foucault, cited in Bayart 1993: 268)

in specific African localities? Which discourses and identities are em-

ployed to negotiate the interests of social groups? A useful starting point

is the recognition of, as Watts (2004: 76) puts it with reference to the

Niger Delta, ‘ the simultaneous production of differing forms of rule and

governable space, each the product of similar forces, which work against,

and often stand in direct contradiction to, one another ’.

Nevertheless, there are common determinants. InWest Africa, the social

crunches of the past 15 years show that extreme social exclusion, political

ostracism and a profound crisis of gerontocratic rule are common to many

violent conflicts. War and armed upheaval in the region could be under-

stood as the most visible feature of an ongoing re-territorialisation of

political power, following the fragmentation of neopatrimonial modes of

governance.4 In a long-term historical perspective, it seems appropriate

to relate the fragmentation of centralised neopatrimonialism and the

consolidation of extra-state configurations of governance (both sub- and

transnational) to the dynamics at play between intervention and extra-

version. Neither the social crises in Africa nor their preliminary outcomes

can be understood without an appreciation of the relationship between

‘ transterritorial deployments ’ (as Latham 2001 calls international inter-

ventions) and the strategic search by social actors in African societies

for economic, symbolic and social capital beyond the spatialities they

are ruling or aspiring to dominate (Bayart 1993; 2000). This dynamic is of

special importance for the oil-producing Niger Delta, where the power-

houses of global capitalism encounter the marginal spaces of globalisation

in close geographical proximity.
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As in Europe (Tilly 1985), the historical roots of African state-making

closely resemble organised crime, but with one decisive difference: the

warlords of the Chartered Companies5 didn’t invest their predatorily

accumulated capital in the geographical entities they were aspiring to

control, but transferred it to Europe or into racially confined enclave

economies like plantation farming. This form of primitive accumulation

signalled the continuity of a longue durée of extraversion that had already

taken off with the transatlantic slave trade. It set the tone for one of the

main characteristics of post-colonial rule in Africa, namely the central

importance of ‘ strategies of extraversion, mobilizing recources derived

from [African rulers ’] ( possibly unequal) relationship with the external

environment’ (Bayart 1993: 21f.). Extraversion represents one key tech-

nique of political domination in the Niger Delta past and present. The

export of unprocessed oil and gas and the acquisition of the rents gener-

ated within this dependent relationship frames the ‘matrix of action’

(Bayart 2000: 234) in which rulers and subjects have to operate. Nigeria’s

breath-taking amount of capital flight most explicitly illustrates the outward

orientation of the country’s political economy. According to calculations

by Boyce andNdikumana (2001), Nigeria experienced a capital flight of well

over $86.5 billion between 1970 and 1996, that is with imputed interest

earnings over $129.5 billion.6 Thus the financial assets (including interest)

held by a very small fraction of the populace in private bank accounts, real

estate and shares overseas amounted to four times as much as the public

external debt of Nigeria in 1996 ($31.4 billion, 2001: 46).

The acquisition of oil rents through strategies of extraversion takes

various shapes. What we call the Nigerian state functions as a mighty

machine tasked with the privatisation of public assets in favour of an

extraverted neopatrimonial state class (Graf 1988; Joseph 1987). The joint

ventures of the state-owned Nigerian National Petroleum Company

(NNPC) with multinational oil companies (MNOCs) are instrumental in

this regard. State revenues from the export of oil and its derivatives have

been estimated to account for $350 billion between 1965 and 2000.

The first-ever audit of income of the central state arrived at a figure of

$41 billion from taxes, royalities and the export of oil by state companies

for the years 2003 and 2004. The bulk that flows into federal accounts

escalates proportionally to rising oil prices due to the dynamic distribution

of income.7

Large-scale construction, the assignation of import licences, employment

in the civil service, and the creation of new states and local government

areas (LGAs)8 as a form of patronage via the expansion of administrative

offices, represent the most important ways of distributing and privatisating
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oil rents. The infrastructure of the capital Abuja is of little use to most

Nigerians, but the construction of the city opened endless possibilities for

the privatisation of public revenues, shared between office holders, inter-

national construction businesses and their contractors. The same holds

for huge ‘development initiatives ’ like the steel plant at Ajaokuta, the

aluminium smelter at Ikot Abasi and the Nigeria Liquefied Natural Gas

(NLNG) project at Bonny Island. Massive undocumented payments

like those reported in connection with the building of the NLNG plant9

typify merely the (obviously illegal) part of the practices at play in the

private acquisition of public funds. Actors excluded from this main playing

field employ other strategies of extraversion. Occupations of oil infra-

structure, the extortion of protection money from the companies and

their contractors, invention or manipulation of compensation cases, or

the kidnapping of oil employees, are some of them. Non-governmental

organisations (NGOs) tasked to implement ‘community development

programmes’ with financial and organisational support from oil compa-

nies, or mandated by international donors to spread the gospel of

democracy and anti-corruption, might be uneasy at a comparison to the

activities of protection rackets, but are often very much part of the same

process (cf. Bayart 2000).

Beyond extraversion, two other key techniques are indispensable for

political entrepreneurs. Firstly, those holding power and new aspirants have

to master the management of neopatrimonial exchanges. The acquisition

of rents absolves dominant actors from the direct exploitation of subjects

and the collection of taxes, but it poses serious problems with regard to the

establishment of public consent for the right to set rules and enforce

compliance. Thus, successful deals with clients are essential in order for an

(aspiring) patron to reach and defend a hegemonic position. Part of the

resources acquired by rulers are distributed to followers in exchange for

political loyality and support. ‘Godfatherism/Godmotherism’, a hotly

discussed phenomenon in Nigeria, mirrors the sprawling, pyramidic grids

which bind patrons and clients in one of its purest forms. The political

instrumentalisation of social ‘disorder ’ (Chabal & Daloz 1999) constitutes

a third technique of domination. Disorder should be understood as a kind

of social disposition, with logics and rationales that profoundly differ from

Western notions of institutionalised power. It contains an informal mode

of politics, the salience of both ‘modern’ and ‘traditional ’ registers of

action, and a weak or missing differentiation of the public from the private

sphere. In the Niger Delta, we find ample evidence for the intimate inter-

weaving of informal and formalised realms of power: today’s outlaws

and warlords may be tomorrow’s state-sanctioned leaders of a vigilante
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group or vice versa ; a prominent position in a students fraternity (or

cult group) might open the door to an appointment as a special

advisor to the governor; employees of oil companies and army generals

engage in the undocumented export of oil. Constantly perpetuating a

situation of uncertainty about which set of theoretically available rules

applies in a given situation – the legal system of the state, customary

law, the canon of the secret society, ethnic/clan/family solidarity, the

rule of the gun – forms the core of the instrumentalisation of disorder. It

generates rents, helps to establish authority, holds contenders at bay and

reproduces the system.

Notwithstanding this elite-inflicted instrumentalisation of unpredict-

ability and instability, life for most Nigerians goes on, day-to-day activities

do not descend into chaos and bloodshed most of the time. Routines and

social boundaries on predatory behaviour, permanently transgressed,

shifting and enforced, offer a minimum of social protection in such

an environment.10 Economically, civil service salaries, employment in

parastatals, and the subsidies for petrol and kerosine, ensure a minimal

downward redistribution of public funds. These mechanisms are currently

under attack by an alliance of technocratic reformers and international

creditors who declare economic liberalisation, privatisation and commer-

cialisation to be the way to solve Nigeria’s ‘ resource curse ’.

Structural adjustment programmes and poverty reduction strategies

point to the transnational nature of social spaces in which local and

international actors bargain over power, domination and authority. They

are one example for a range of interventions or ‘ transterritorial deploy-

ments ’ (Latham 2001), which function as a relay for the transboundary

transfer of social, cultural and economic capital. Investments and

corporate development programmes of MNOCs, development grants

by bi- and multilateral donors, election observer missions and reports

by human rights groups, to name but a few, all provide resources that

are locally used, remodelled and invested according to the interests

and ambitions of individuals and social groups which are able to

capture them. The continued diversification of external, more often

private, actors intervening in African affairs reflects for a good part

the reterritorialisation of the nation state’s power in the global North

(see Brenner 1999). Clearly, INGOs and oil companies, commercial sub-

contractors of donor bodies and rating agencies structure the possible

field of action in the Niger Delta, and are in this sense in authority.

However, this transfer of resources and the authority it carries along is

not a linear, unmediated process, but only kickstarts the contest for

their appropriation and investment. The authority of intervening actors
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remains shaky, mediated and challenged because ‘power is constantly

being reformulated as it moves from command to action’ (Nordstrom

2004: 75).

It is at this point that the analytical distinction between strategic complexes

of global governance and emerging political complexes of an illiberal nature

(Duffield 2001) reaches its limits. Confrontation and contradictory interests

may be the most visible features in the relationship between, for example,

oil companies and donor agencies on one side, and local rulers thriving on

undocumented oil export on the other. However, as the examination of

political rule in the Niger Delta offered here will hopefully reveal, a simple

line can often not been drawn between them in real life, as Duffield him-

self maintains. The interaction between global governance networks and

emerging political complexes is not necessarily characterised by antagon-

ism. It is also marked by mutual accomodation and the exchange of

capital. This dynamic relationship between intervention and extraversion,

the techniques at play in the appropriation of resources, and the for-

mations of governance they generate in the Niger Delta, is the concern

of the following pages.

P R I V A T E I N D I R E C T G O V E R N A N C E A N D I T S L I M I T S

Reno’s analysis (1998) of social domination in Nigeria from the perspective

of warlord politics is by no means out-dated. The crisis of neopatrimonial

rule in the Niger Delta finds its most evident expressions in the low-

intensity war, high-profile political murders and factional fighting that

have become a daily occurrence in many oil-producing areas. This part of

the article aims to highlight the structures, actors and dynamics of domi-

nance in a political economy based on the appropriation of oil rents that

permanently oscillates between breakdown and reinvention. Over the last

eight years, the intensification of deployments by global actors, most

prominently the oil companies and the international aid industry, has

contributed to significant changes in the organisation of local regimes,

the rise of new actors of violence, and a fragmentation of sovereignty

and authority. These international interventions give the on-going re-

configuration of decentralised neopatrimonial rule into predatory modes

of control (Lewis 1996) a decidedly local twist. Powerful actors in Rivers,

Bayelsa and Delta States position themselves, especially through the

cooptation and domestication of popular social protest and the creation of

security forces independent from Abuja, centrally within what may be

termed the resource control arena. This allows them to consolidate an

only partly documented material base, employ a discourse of resource
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control as legitimising ideology and, as a consequence, profoundly weaken

the control of formal and informal actors at the national level.

Interactions between MNOCs, state governments, the federal govern-

ment and their respective institutions, local strongmen and donor agencies

in the Niger Delta in the long run resemble a form of private indirect

governance.11 During the time of the petro-military alliance (1970–98), the

hegemony of the rent-based oligarchy was perpetuated through heavy

repression of public discontent, the cooptation of local gerontocratic rulers,

and top-down allocations of finance. Sovereignty was shared between the

military central state, its branches in the state governments, and the

MNOCs, particularly the Shell Petroleum Development Company

(SPDC) which involves NNPC, Shell, EPNL and Agip. The significance of

oil production for an extraverted elite, commercial importers of consumer

products, international construction companies and the global oil market,

de facto equippedMNOCswith the capacity to declare a state of emergency.

A halt on oil exports or a mere threat to do so led to an immediate military

response, suspending all human, civil and legal rights ; a vivid illustration

of the fact that, generally, ‘ the ultimate expression of sovereignty resides,

to a large degree, in the power and the capacity to dictate who may live

and who must die ’ (Mbembe 2003: 11, paraphrasing Foucault). Militarily,

the national army, police and the many special police forces acted as quasi

sole sub-contractors to the MNOCs. This included the import of weapons

by the MNOCs for the police guarding the production infrastructure, the

upkeep of troops stationed there, the hiring of ‘ supernumerary police’,

and the use of corporate transport for terrorist style military interventions

(Adebanwi 2001 ; HRW 1999, 2002). Socio-economic deployments into the

Niger Delta were largely restricted to the distribution of oil rents via the

central state through the creation of states, LGAs, and the employment

that went with them.

The public defiance of military-corporate rule led by the Movement for

the Survival of the Ogoni People (Mosop) at the end of the 1980s started a

slow change in the relations between MNOCs, local communities and the

central government. Human rights and the rights of ‘ethnic minorities ’,

the responsibility of international corporations for the social and ecological

environment in which they operate, democratisation and poverty re-

duction, all entered global norms and ethics. Mosop’s campaign, at once a

driving force and a beneficiary of this shift, was countered by both heavy

repression and increased downward distribution of rents, as indicated by a

sudden jump in the capital expenditure of the Rivers state government in

1995 and 1996 (Asechemie & Agiobenebo 2002: 403ff.). The localisation of

still centralised indirect governance accelerated with the inauguration of a
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civilian administration in 1999. Oil companies had to look for new ways to

provide themselves with minimal security, in order to continue production

in an environment of poverty, social exclusion and open hostility. Their

reforms had two dimensions that are detailed below. First, the national

police and army would no longer act as the sole security sub-contractors of

MNOCs. Second, oil companies intervened much more directly in the

provision of social services and infrastructure. The resources transferred

by these interventions were meant to establish acceptance for oil exploi-

tation by an impoverished populace, but paradoxically provided the raw

material for fragmented forms of indirect governance that today pose a

direct threat to the interests of oil companies and petroleum importers.

Contracting of supernumerary police forces by MNOCs is still standard

practice. The question of whether these police officers are answerable to

the state or to the company they are working for occupies several courts in

Nigeria. In 2004, 15 policemen working for ExxonMobil in Akwa Ibom

state sued the company to pay them salaries, pensions and other benefits.

These payments, in the words of the legal team representing the police,

are the ‘sole responsibility of the company they have been assigned to’.12

A similar case involving policemen attached to SPDC is being heard in

Port Harcourt.13 However, the end of military rule introduced a remark-

able decentralisation of violence. Policemen and soldiers were now free to

offer their services to anybody capable of paying, especially to regional

and local politicians.

New forces also entered the security arena. ‘Traditional ’ leadership, the

rule by chiefs and their houses legitimised by age, family history and settler

status, headed for a serious crisis in the mid-1980s. The mobilisation

against unaccountable rule and social exclusion throve on a discourse

appropriate to gerontocratic power structures – that of youth empower-

ment. Young people were no longer ready to wait for ‘ their turn’ in order

to take the seat of power and the rents that come with it (Ifeka 2000; see

also Gore & Pratten 2003; Watts 2004). As youth groups succeeded in

challenging traditional power holders in oil-producing communities, and

in some cases capturing dominant positions, MNOCs started to collab-

orate with these new quasi-authorities, and to pay them in order to safe-

guard production or simply leave them alone. Representing communities

vis-à-vis oil companies, their contractors or developmental organisations

became even more lucrative than it had been before. In communities like

Nembe, chieftaincy and the rule of elders were displaced ‘by a governable

space of civic vigilantism … Authority had shifted from the king to war-

ring factions of youth who were in varying ways in the pay of, and working

in conjunction with, the [oil] companies’ (Watts 2004: 65).
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For many marginalised Niger Delta dwellers, especially young men, the

business of war constitutes an alternative way of making a living in an

environment where other roads to a decent and respected life are

blocked – a strong reminder of the brutal individualised youth revolt

in Liberia (see Utas 2003). Membership in so-called cult-groups14 in the

region can start for boys from the age of 12. While cultists rarely take part

in large-scale violent confrontations directly, they form an inexhaustible

pool for potent armed groups which are estimated to have an active

followership in their thousands in Rivers State alone.15 At the universities,

the road to positions in student unions and university administrative

bodies, which function as a springboard for post-university political

ambitions, often includes affiliation to a cult group. The violent and

murderous competition between rival fraternities, which are connected

to well-placed patrons, reflects the importance of student politics as one

remaining means of social advancement.16

The creation of a number of militant groups in the Niger Delta and the

rise of their leaders relates to the establishment of management committees

tasked with securing oil production and transport sites in so-called ‘host

communities ’.17 An internal baseline report for SPDC, conducted by a

group of national and international experts and leaked widely in mid-

2004, notes : ‘At times the oil companies seek or receive protection from

these groups [armed ethnic militias and warlords], reinforce their financial

base and as a consequence enable them to buy more arms’ (WAC 2003:

50). Kemedi (2003) elaborates on the close relationships between the

security needs of SPDC and the formation of militant youth groups in

some important oil-producing areas. In Nembe (Bayelsa State), the com-

pany liaised with different and competing vigilante groups that operated

with the protection of PDP faction leaders. Isongufuro, founded as a cul-

tural organisation in 1992, transformed into a militia that dominated

community affairs in Nembe between 1995 and 2000. It was led by Lionel

Jonathan, a former university lecturer and state commissioner for en-

vironment. The group ensured the victory of Nembe candidates in sup-

port of Governor Alamieyeseigha during the PDP primaries in 2002

(Okonta 2005). Shell and Agip helicopters transported voting material

(2005) ; SPDC paid ‘stand by-payments ’ ; community liaison officers and

other employees colluded with Isongufuro in order to invent compen-

sation cases or organise the occupation of oil infrastructure in order to

extort money (Watts 2004: 62ff.). The head of Shell’s community relations

explained the rationale for working with the group by stating that ‘chiefs

could not close flow stations and therefore did not merit serious attention

from Shell’s management’.18
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A second decisive shift in the relationship between local communities

and the oil companies concerns the intensification of direct corporate

social interventions. MNOCs spectacularly raised their spending on

community development in order to obtain what they call a ‘ license to

operate ’.19 Between 2002 and 2004, SPDC (2005) officially spent just

under $125 million on Community Development Programmes (CDP),

according to its own accounts. Thousands of secondary and university

students receive scholarships from oil companies each year. A row of

national and international NGOs are engaged by the companies in order

to implement programmes, conduct workshops and realise infrastructural

projects. In a range of villages and towns, official and inofficial ‘develop-

ment finances’ from oil companies and the command over these resources

are today one of the most important material foundations of power. The

spread of corporate social interventions at the end of the last century,

as well as the localisation of security arrangements, entailed a radical de-

centralisation of patronage politics. Persons acting as liaison between the

companies and local project management committees receive training as

well as substantial cash payments ( per diem) for participation in evaluating

sessions. The ability to distribute resources like participation in workshops,

scholarships or sub-contracts for the implementation of programmes puts

these brokers in powerful positions.

From the perspective and experience of most Niger Delta residents, oil

companies are the supreme regulating institution. Indeed, the indirect

interventions of the MNOCs – via vigilante groups, a privatised army/

police, local and international NGOs – structure their field of possible

actions, but the loopholes that this dependent relationship offers are used

creatively. One of the interview partners of SPDC’s research group ex-

plained: ‘ I can easily mobilise youths I know to stir up trouble and put

pressure on Shell [in order to press through demands], without being

identified as the source’ (WAC 2003: 40). The appropriation of the

economic and social capital that corporate interventions transfer resulted

in the invigoration of new political complexes. Descendents of ethno-social

pressure groups, leaders assembling a followership around the identity of

marginalised youth, development brokers, the staff of oil companies’

‘community development ’ departments, and state officials strengthened

their bargaining power vis-à-vis the oil companies and the federal

government between 1998 and 2003. They succeeded in challenging the

authority of the petro-military alliance and its fragmented offspring. The

authors of WAC (2003) see the oil companies confronted by a ‘ lucrative

political economy of war’ and an on-going ‘criminalisation of conflicts ’

that are partly the consequence of the MNOCs ‘seemingly small and
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isolated business practices ’. Private indirect governance found its limits,

it seems, in the nursing of mediators whom it could no longer effectively

control. Caused by the struggle for the appropriation of oil spoils,

patronage politics permanently oscillates between fragmentation and re-

invention.

A U T H O R I T Y I N T H E D E L T A: F R O M L O C A L I S A T I O N

T O F R A G M E N T A T I O N

The 2003 elections in the Niger Delta states Bayelsa, Rivers and Delta can

best be described as a simulation of party politics. Intimidation and threats

by armed enforcers mostly acting on behalf of incumbents of the PDP

were the order of the day. The results themselves were openly rigged.20

A post-election opinion poll by Afrobarometer recorded a collapse in

support for democracy in the South–South zone (Lewis & Alemika 2004:

56f.). However, Obasanjo’s and the PDP’s victory was endorsed inter-

nationally, notwithstanding the critique by the EU and the Common-

wealth observer groups, and fatherly admonitions that there might

be some things to improve on next time. The UK’s foreign secretary,

Jack Straw, hailed the elections as ‘a landmark in the advancement of

Nigeria’s democracy’ (HRW 2004: 43). A report by a local human rights

group addressed to the federal government, international organisations

and donors detailed the import of weapons by the Rivers State govern-

ment in the run-up to the elections, but received no response, let alone

action.21

The governors and their politicial machines in the Niger Delta stand at

the centre of powerful politico-economic complexes that proved able to

temporarily integrate unruly local leaders and social pressure groups

thriving on ‘youth empowerment ’ and ethnic emancipation. In this part,

I detail some empirical evidence on the modes and techniques at play

ensuring the consolidation of their rule. While taking a glance at strategies

of extraversion and the instrumentalisation of disorder, the focus is direc-

ted to the management of patrimonial exchanges, and the aspiration

to establish control and legitimacy. The last section discusses the recent

fragmentation of these shaky alliances.

An independent economic resource base

The topic of democratisation, described by Bayart (2000) as one of the

central tunes of extraversion, yields its results not only on the national,
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but also on the local level. Poverty reduction, pro-poor development and

accountable government structures all serve as useful discourses for Niger

Delta states’ rulers to attract funds from international development co-

operation. The imminent implementation of the State Economic

Empowerment and Development Strategy (SEEDS)22 promises a con-

siderable influx of international loans, grants and credits to state govern-

ments. Popular knowledge about aims, strategies and planned outcomes

of SEEDS is weak to almost non-existent, despite the wide-ranging par-

ticipation process that allegedly preceded its drafting.23 Accordingly, some

local observers doubt that fresh money will contribute to ‘pro-poor

growth’ in any form, and fear that these inflowing development rents will

aggravate the struggle for lucrative positions at all government levels.

Hence, they advocate a stop to all development aid. ‘What we find in

the Niger Delta and Nigeria today is above all deceit ’, comments an in-

formant. ‘All avenues for checks and balances are closed by now. Most of

the money goes to government agencies that have no effective accounting

procedures. ’24

Much more important than aid funds for local political complexes is,

however, the income from oil and gas exports. Since 1999, 13% of re-

corded earnings are distributed by the principle of derivation. For the ten

months from January to October 2005, for instance, the four leading oil-

producing states in the Niger Delta (Rivers, Bayelsa, Delta, Akwa Ibom)

received derivation funds amounting to $1.6 billion.25 There are un-

mapped financial inflows as well. The undocumented tapping and selling

of crude oil (called bunkering), understood by a number of actors in the

Niger Delta as a direct form of ‘resource control ’, brings in yearly profits

that are estimated at between $1.5 and $4 billion (WAC 2003: 45ff.). Given

that these operations require an intimate knowledge of oil facilities and

pipeline operations, they suggest the involvement of former or current oil

company staff, army elements, vigilante groups, militias and their political

patrons. Militias in the Niger Delta are regularly reported to ‘be given

control ’ over rewarding oil bunkering routes in exchange for support to

governors, their confidants and ambitious political actors within the states.

Some leaders of these armed groups vehemently affirm their engagement

in oil tapping. No clear-cut boundaries between official and inofficial ex-

ports exist, due to the secretive nature of the oil business, and this am-

bivalence inspires speculation about the origin of the enormous wealth

that governors, their families and closest clients accumulate. Nigeria’s

Economic and Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC) alleges that D. P. S.

Alamieyeseigha, the recently impeached and arrested governor of Bayelsa

state, not only holds huge financial savings and properties in Nigeria,
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Britain, Cyprus, Denmark and the USA, but also owns a multimillion

dollar oil refinery in Ecuador.26

Undocumented oil export and the privatisation of its revenues is hardly

a new development (see e.g. Lewis 1996). The localisation and fragmen-

tation of resource exploitation and marketing, however, profoundly

changes the picture described by Reno (1998). The ‘next step’ on the

road to warlord politics – the establishment of an independent source

of accumulation by leaders of factions – has been taken. Profits made

from informal oil exports are used to import light weapons (see

Vines 2005), widely available following the return of Nigerian troops

from peacekeeping operations in Liberia and Sierra Leone. These profits,

by extension, finance ‘election campaigns ’ and enable political

entrepreneurs to pay up to $80 a day to those who take part in armed

power struggles, for instance in and around the oil-rich area of Warri in

Delta State.27 For young people with no stable income, or ex-army staff

who receive their meagre pensions only erratically, this is an enormous

amount.

Aspiring to a monopoly of violence

Established political entrepreneurs from the end of the 1990s succeeded

in appropriating social movements’ discourse, mobilising capacity

and organisational strength, in order to turn them into tools both of

repression and legitimisation for a shadow governance network more

independent from national factions. The rise and consequent co-optation

of the Ijaw Youth Council (IYC) by actors within the Rivers and Bayelsa

State administrations gives an exemplary picture of this development.

Drawing on the strategy successfully championed by Mosop, the IYC

rose to national and international prominence with the Kaiama

Declaration that paralleled its foundation in December 1998. This

three-page document was reportedly adopted by representatives of

500 Delta communities and 25 organisations in the Bayelsa town of

Kaiama (Obi 2001: 71). It denounced social marginalisation and environ-

mental damage by central state repression and oil exploration, and called

for the ‘withdrawal from Ijawland of all military forces of occupation and

repression by the Nigerian State ’. MNOCs employing the services of

the national army were declared ‘enemy of the Ijaw people ’ and given

a three-week ultimatum to stop all exploration and exploitation in the

region.28

The control of its highly diversified membership by the leadership of

the IYC (and vice versa) has been precarious throughout its existence.
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A central actor within Mosop described the creation of his own organis-

ation at the end of the 1980s as a ‘scientific experiment’ and an exercise

in ‘social engineering’ that included extensive planning and consultation.

The same source, in contrast, notes that the IYC seemed loosely organised

and weakly accountable right from the beginning, both upwards and

downwards, which made it easy for potent forces to ‘buy themselves in’

and to capture the organisation.29 The year 2001 was crucial in this regard,

as it constituted a break in the character and focus of the IYC. The elections

of that year brought Asari Dokubo to the presidency of the organisation.

Dokubo, son of a high court judge and an unsuccessful contestant both in

the elections to the Rivers State assembly (1992) and the local elections in

Asari Toru LGA (1998), his place of origin, played a prominent role during

the local power struggles at the riverine areas to the south of Port Harcourt

in the mid-1990s (HRW 2005: 6). He had been a well-known member of a

more militant wing of the IYC, ‘permanently bringing in moves for armed

struggle ’.30 Rivers State governor Peter Odili allegedly financed the rise of

Dokubo to the IYC’s top position (HRW 2005), a claim officially denied.

However, a former senior Rivers State official, by then in charge of

security, declared having been ‘ instrumental to Alhaji Asari Dokubo

working with the government ’.31 Soon after, what started as a militant

socio-ethnic movement was transformed into a private security outfit of

actors within the Rivers State government. In the conflicts between the

communities of Bille and Ke in the Cawthorne Channel concerning ‘host

community’ status, the now hegemonic Kalabari chapter of the IYC

under Dokubo was apparently ‘sponsored by government to maintain

surveillance over oil installations in Kalabari territory ’, claims a source

from Bille (cited in HRW 2002: 19). The group allegedly received weapons

from the state government and at the same time offered SPDC their

‘ security services ’.32

The character of the IYC had by then changed from a social movement

employing discourses of ethnic identities and solidarities with a wide

public appeal, into a privatised militia of the Rivers State administration.

While Dokubo used a more and more aggressive ethno-nationalistic dis-

course, declaring President Obasanjo ‘public enemy number one of the

Ijaw people ’ and vowing to bring down governors who ‘go against the

people ’, he spared his affection for the PDP’s governor of Rivers State, a

‘ friend of the Ijaw people ’ in the ongoing ‘resource control war’ : ‘ I want

to state it clearly and put it on record that I am a supporter of Dr. Peter

Odili, the Rivers State governor. I love him as an individual. I appreciate

his qualities. … Every month the IYC spends millions of Naira to keep the

struggle going. ’33 Dokubo and his followers intimidated people into
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accepting the wide-scale election scam of 2003, and were compensated

with control over oil bunkering routes (HRW 2005).

Establishing legitimacy : the birth of a nation

Right from the beginning, the IYC positioned itself as a more radical wing

of Ijaw nationalism, in contrast to the more conservative Ijaw National

Congress (INC; see Nwajiaku 2005; Obi 2001). Its agitation against socio-

economic marginalisation proved to be a very effective tool for mass

mobilisation. This discourse is embedded in a challenge to gerontocratic

rule, references to local religious idioms like the divine figures of Egbesu

and Ogele, and in a resappropriation of regional history. The short-lived

‘Niger Delta Republic ’, which declared independence in Yenagoa (today’s

capital of Bayelsa State) in 1966, following the January coup of General

J. T. U. Aguiyi-Ironsi, serves as a founding myth of Ijaw nationalism. That

uprising against a perceived ‘Igbo domination’ was led by Isaak Adaka

Boro, a native of Kaiama, police officer and president of the students union

at the University of Nsukka. Despite the many contradictions in Boro’s

biography, his person constitutes one of the pillars in the construction of

an ethnic nation that has firmly entered the mainstream of Bayelsa

politics and the Ijaw diaspora. The former Bayelsa governor, also

referred to as the ‘governor general of the Ijaw nation’, regularly delivered

speeches revolving around Boro at meetings organised by the diaspora in

the UK and USA. The Ijaw People’s Association of Great Britain and

Ireland (IPA) organised the first European ‘Boro Day Celebration’ in 2005,

attracting the Bayelsa and Delta governors, a number of state executives,

and cultural and social organisations from Nigeria and Europe.34

A second point of reference serving as a central ideological topic in this

nation building from below is the debate about ‘resource control ’. At the

heart of this argument we find the canonically evoked economic and social

marginalisation of the oil-producing region in the south of Nigeria. Yet

despite the environmental damage and social crises that oil exploitation

entailed, it is questionable whether – and if so, then why – the Niger Delta

is indeed the least developed region in Nigeria. The calculations presented

by the delegates of the north and Wwest at the controversial National

Political Reforms Conference (Confab) in June 2005 show that financial

allocations to the Niger Delta states vastly exceed those to other regions.

Most prominent actors from the Niger Delta reacted furiously to the

presentation of these statistics, as they depend on inciting resentment

against the federal government, which is perceived by many inhabitants

(with good reason) as a colonial power. Sentiments about the neglect of
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‘ the Niger Delta ’ and possible secession are a bargaining counter in the

struggle to attract federal resources. A member of the Bayelsa delegation

to the Confab put it quite straight by saying that what ‘resource control ’

is to the south, the ‘Sharia question’ is to the north.35

Cracked networks and emergency interventions

Political entrepreneurs in the Niger Delta states and their academic

apologists employ the demand for resource control as an instrument to

strengthen their bargaining power vis-à-vis other regions in Nigeria, and

recommend themselves for lucrative positions in the central government.

For this oligarchy, the masses of socially marginalised citizens constitute

both a collateral and a security problem that they hope to manage with

the help of gangs and militias. But the alliances between local strongmen

and official powerholders turned out to be fragile in the aftermath of the

2003 elections.

After the elections in Rivers, Asari Dokubo and the state government

fell out. Dokubo declared war on Governor Odili, his former patron. The

reasons for this split should not be reduced to dissensions over the im-

mediate sharing of resources and authority, but also seem to contain a

strategic and ideological dimension. Dokubo, beyond the conversion to

Islam that he ostentatiously emphasises, especially for a foreign audience,

conceives himself as an Ijaw nationalist who stands up against the betrayal

by a Niger Delta ‘ intelligensia ’.36 An adviser to the Rivers State govern-

ment suggested that, instead of differing goals, Odili and Dokubo might

just hold differing views about how to achieve self-determination.37

Fighting between Dokubo’s Niger Delta Peoples’ Volunteer Force

(NDPVF) and a militia under Ateke Tom, still loyal to the administration,

resounded through Rivers State in late 2003 and 2004. Dokubo, Ateke

Tom and the latter’s patron, the former secretary of state to the Rivers

government and current federal transport minister Abiye Sekibo, were

invited to meet President Obasanjo in September 2004. The disarmament

procedure agreed there was in fact a subsidy for the warlords and their

closest followers ; $1,800 was paid for each of the 1,100 old and unsophis-

ticated AK47 and SA Vz58 rifles handed in (see HRW 2005; Vines 2005),

amounting to an officially paid sum of just under $2 million. Equally

important was arguably the symbolic capital that the militia leaders

acquired at the Presidential Lodge. Dokubo was celebrated as a hero for

the fight against a predatory centre in the streets of Port Harcourt, where

thousands welcomed him after he returned from Abuja. Some observers

associate only mayhem and brute violence with the fragmentation of the
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centralised petro-military alliance. More often than not, this is the reality.

Gang fighting and targeted murders became a daily occurrence in the old

township of Port Harcourt after mid-2005, indicating a continued breakup

of factions. Strongmen recruited new and recently demobilised members

for a coming ‘ liberation war’.38 Yet from the perspective of those living on

themargins of wealth and power andwith thememory of the Abacha years,

more locally centred arrangements for the distribution of resources (or at

least the hope for it) might be favoured, because they are easier to control.

The remark by the Adams Oshiomhole, president of the Nigeria Labour

Congress (NLC), that the people of the Niger Delta ‘prefer their own peo-

ple to steal their money than outsiders ’,39 exactly captures this condition.

C O N C L U S I O N: O N T H E R O A D T O T H E S T A T E’S P E R D I T I O N ?

This article has attempted to contribute to a topography of networks of

power, accumulation and profit in the shadows as they exist and are

developing in Nigeria and the Niger Delta today. While there is still a long

way to go before a detailed picture emerges, several points should

be emphasised. First, in studying social domination and its violent re-

organisation in Nigeria, the unspecified category ‘state ’ provides an in-

appropriate starting point. Instead, it is pertinent to characterise the

Nigerian state as one of many institutional expressions of social power

relations, where hegemony, authority and sovereignty are fought over.

The instrumentalisation of disorder as one main feature of this struggle is

directed inwards, inflicted by an elite dependent on this neopatrimonial

state for the massive appropriation and privatisation of public revenues,

mainly economic rents. A second feature of this struggle, the political

strategy of extraversion, ensures continued international diplomatic sup-

port for the elite faction currently at the helm of the official state hierarchy,

a kind of political rent. It furthermore externalises social interventions to

donors and their agencies, the oil companies and private consultants.

The changing strategies of the MNOCs described here call into

perspective Reno’s (2004: 414) observation that, in contrast to nineteenth-

century company rule, foreign firms today have to work with inter-

nationally recognised, although possibly weaker, sovereigns, their best

option being to ‘boost the power of the ruling faction against their chal-

lengers ’. While continuously calling for the central state’s regulating role,

MNOCs indeed did, at least for a certain point in time (1998–2003),

‘choose among local strongmen, including insurgent leaders, and pick

the one whose support would give them the most commercial advantage’

(1998–2003). The fact that oil – a resource requiring considerable logistics
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to tap and transport – can obviously provide the raw material for warlord

politics strongly indicates that the boundaries between emerging political

complexes and networks of liberal global governance are by no means

clear-cut. As the empirical material from the Niger Delta suggests, this

analytical distinction remains problematic. The reconfiguration of a

formerly centralised network of resource predation places what we call,

for lack of a more appropriate expression, the ‘ state governments ’ of

the region in a much more central position. Moreover, it brings local

youth militias, former and current employees of MNOCs, their depart-

ments for community affairs, local and international mediators and donor

agencies into the picture.

In southern Nigeria, the ultimate prize is probably not formally

declared secession, although this is regularly demanded, but a creeping

spin-off 40 that leaves room for loose connections and loot-sharing ar-

rangements between quasi-autonomous regions and the centre. Violence,

cooptation of social movements and the assassination of political rivals are

important means in the struggle for hegemonic positions, as are minimal

arrangements for downward distribution. These resource-centred and

fragile alliances do not exclude possible coups d ’état. On the contrary, these

become more likely, not as ‘ the best option left for an armed opposition

movement ’ (le Billon 2004: 17, my emphasis), but rather as an option for

actors who perceive themselves as marginalised precisely within these

franchises. Here we witness the accelerated ‘exit of the state, its emascu-

lation, and its replacement by fragmented forms of sovereignty’ that

Mbembe (2000: 284) theorises. The lines between those individuals for

whom war, unpredictability and social disorder are functional, and those

actors interested in social stability, justice and mutually agreed restrictions

on the use of violence, run directly through the administrations, ministries,

development aid agencies, national government bureaucracies, multilat-

eral bodies and private companies, both in Nigeria and at the global level.

Two general options available to the federal government to hold sway

over the Niger Delta in the near future are becoming increasingly unlikely

to succeed. First, it seems implausible, even provided the political will,

that the centre can organise consent among the people of the Niger Delta,

given the history of neglect, disfranchisement and suppression as well as

the progressive fragmentation and privatisation of sovereignty. Second, a

return to the more systematic practice of oppression as under Babangida

or Abacha would presuppose the open and unconditional support of the

MNOCs. This seems unlikely. As oil and gas export is the non-negotiable

bloodline for the ruling oligarchy, fragmentation at the centre and the

acceleration of intra-elite competition are easy to imagine. The most
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successful shadow network of resource appropriation thus far – stretching

from the oil wells of the riverine areas to the state capitals of the Niger

Delta, to Abuja and Lagos, and to the principal offices of MNOCs and the

international construction industry – may not be able to re-invent itself as

in the past. This frightening avenue may well be the road to the perdition

of Nigeria’s fictional statehood.
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(2001 : 67). Private indirect governance may be a more appropriate term for reorganised authority in
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